
Easy Scenic
A long cruiser with lots of rollers. In the sun
for most of the day

Southern Comfort; u-turn, this trail
runs directly underneath the lift

El Dorado

Scenic 
Cruiser

Very long groomer on the northern edge of
the resort with epic views of the Spanish
Peaks and Beehive Basin

Horseshoe
Lone Tree; exit and go straight
ahead

Fresh 
Powder

Wide open bowl. Short by Big Sky
standards. You could ski it one-hundred
times and never hit your old tracks

Shedhorn; exit right, follow Duck
Walk and drop in wherever your
heart desires

Chicken Head Bowl

Groomer Long steep groomer with rollers
Ramcharger; exit left to follow the cat
track until you see the sign for Elk
Park Ridge on skier's right

Elk Park Ridge

Starting Out
Named for local legend Harbor deWaard.
A gully with high smooth sides

Swift Current; exit right. Take Jay
Walk until you reach Mr. K and look
for the entrance to gully in the trees
on the right

Harbor's
Natural
Halfpipe

Burner
(Advanced)

Technically the easiest way down from the
top of Lone Peak Tram. Long and open, no
need tro ski in someone else's tracks

Liberty Bowl
Lone Peak Tram; exit left, then stay
right

Bumps
(Learning)

The ultimate variety pack: bumps on the
sides, groomed down the middle, and
glades at the end

Ramcharger; exit right; take Safari
until you see a sign for Congo.
Congo Line starts just over the cat
track at the bottom of Congo

Congo/Congo
Line

Bumps
(Advanced)

Steep bowl with bumps and a narrow
entrance

Challenger; exit to the leftHighway

Glades
Short and steep with scattered trees. A
freeride playground with a lot of rocks to
pop of off

Lone Tree; head back under the liftLone Tree Face

Chutes
A shorter chute, but super steep with a
narrow and exposed entrance

Challenger; exit and follow the lift
towers. After a mogul field, there's a
drop off where the run steepens. At
the drop off, look for rocks and the
narrow traverse. It'll be on your left.

Big Rock Tongue

A bowl under Lone Peak Tram that collects
snow because of its northerly aspect

Lone Peak Tram; exit left and keep
left for Otter Slide; stay left onto
Gully Traverse. Traverse the
snowfield above the Gullies heading
to your left until you go over the
ridge and drop into Cron’s

Cron's
Steep &
Deep 

The bootpack is harder than the skiing;
prepare for heavy wind exposure along  the
narrow ridge. The bowl, at the end of the
ridge, collects wind blown snow and
narrows into two chutes

Headwaters or Challenger lifts; the
access gate for the bootpack is
located above – about 45 mins hike
from beginning of bootpack

Three Forks
Steep & 
Deep 
(w/ hiking)

Arguably the most iconic in bounds run in
North America. A 1,400 foot couloir at
mostly 50 degrees under the Lone Peak
Tram

Take Lone Peak Tram; make sure to
sign up at ski patrol office at top of
tram. Go through gate and the ski
ridge until you reach the cornice
above the couloir

Big Couloir
Steep & 
Scary
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